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The hope for the recovery lives!
The Corona pandemic is in the middle of its second wave, but the signs of an imminent economic upturn are increasing. This is illustrated by the current development of
the DZ BANK Euro Indicator, which rose by 0.8 percent to a level of 98.8 points in
January 2021. This means that the indicator's annual rate of change of +0.2 percent
is above the zero line again for the first time in around two and a half years.
The setback in November, when the beginning of the lockdown in a whole series of
countries had a noticeable impact on the European sentiment indicators in particular,
was more than made up for in the past month. Almost all the sub-indicators included
in the calculation have recently contributed to the improvement in our leading indicator.
For example, consumer confidence in Europe recovered somewhat in December according to the EU Commission's survey. In the autumn months, the indicator had fallen to its lowest level since the spring. In December, private households were somewhat more optimistic about the general economic outlook, despite the economic
slowdown in many countries, and were no longer as pessimistic about the development of their own financial situation as in previous months. Even the willingness to
make major purchases has recently increased again - although retail stores have to
remain closed in many places. Overall, however, and despite the recent brightening,
it must also be noted that sentiment indicators are still well below their long-term averages and a thorough recovery in private consumer spending is unlikely over the
next 2-3 months.
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On balance, positive signals have also recently been coming from the financial markets. While the interest rate differential between the capital and money markets remained largely unchanged, share prices continued to rise in the past month.
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In the industrial sector, on the other hand, the current situation looks much more positive. The survey of purchasing managers currently even signals the best business
climate since May 2018, with the purchasing managers' index measured by IHS Markit clearly in growth territory at 55.2 points. Accordingly, production expanded at an
accelerated rate, which is attributable to an upturn in new business. Export orders increased particularly strongly. The EU Commission's survey of production expectations in the manufacturing sector also signals a brighter business climate. The outlook for companies has improved significantly following the deep slump in the spring,
even if the figures are still below their long-term average.
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II.

MANDATORY DISCLOSURES FOR OTHER RESEARCH INFORMATION
AND FURTHER REMARKS

1. Responsible Company
1.1 This Other Research Information has been prepared by DZ BANK AG
Deutsche Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank, Frankfurt am Main (DZ
BANK) as an investment firm.
Other Research Information is independent client information which
does not contain any investment recommendations for specific issuers or specific financial instruments. Such information makes no allowance for any individual investment criteria.
1.2 The mandatory disclosures for Research Publications (Financial Analyses and Other Research Information) as well as further remarks, especially regarding the Conflicts of Interest Policy of DZ BANK Research,
used methods, procedures and statistics, can be read and downloaded
free-of-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures.
2. Competent Supervisory Authorities
DZ BANK is supervised as a credit institution and as an investment firm by:
– European Central Bank - www.ecb.europa.eu
Sonnemannstraße 20 in 60314 Frankfurt / Main and
– Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) - www.bafin.de
Marie-Curie-Straße 24 - 28 in 60439 Frankfurt / Main
3. Independent Analysts
3.1 The Research Publications (Financial Analyses and Other Research Information) of DZ BANK are independently prepared by its employed analysts or by competent analysts commissioned in a given case on the basis
of the binding Conflicts of Interest Policy.
3.2 Each analyst involved in the preparation of the contents of this Other Research Publication confirms that
– this Research Publication represents his independent specialist evaluation of the analysed object in compliance with the Conflicts of Interest
Policy of DZ BANK and
– his compensation depends neither in full nor in part, neither directly nor
indirectly, on an opinion expressed in this Research Publication.
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4. Updates and Validity Periods for Other Research Information
4.1 The frequency of updates of Other Investment Information depends in
particular on the underlying macroeconomic conditions, current developments on the relevant markets, the current development of the analyzed
companies, measures undertaken by the issuers, the behavior of trading
participants, the competent supervisory authorities and the competent central banks as well as a wide range of other parameters. The periods of time
named below therefore merely provide a non-binding indication of when
an update may be expected.
4.2 No obligation exists to update an Other Investment Information. If an
Other Research Information is updated, this update replaces the previous
Other Research Information with immediate effect.
If no update is made, investment recommendations end / lapse on expiry
of six months. This period begins on the day the Other Investment Information was published.
4.3 In a given case, updates of Other Research Information may also be temporarily suspended without prior announcement on account of compliance with supervisory regulations.
4.4 If no updates are to be made in the future because the analysis of an object / certain angle is to be discontinued, notification of this shall be made in
the final publication or, if no final publication is made, the reasons for discontinuing the analysis shall be given in a separate notification.
5. Avoiding and Managing Conflicts of Interest
5.1 DZ BANK Research has a binding Conflicts of Interest Policy which ensures that the relevant conflicts of interest of DZ BANK, the DZ BANK
Group, the analysts and employees of the Research and Economics Division and persons closely associated with them are avoided, or - if such interests are effectively unavoidable - are appropriately identified, managed,
disclosed and monitored. Materiel aspects of this policy, which can be read
and downloaded free-of-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures
are summarized as follows.
5.2 DZ BANK organizes its Research and Economics Division as a confidentiality area and protects it against all other organizational units of DZ BANK
and the DZ BANK Group by means of Chinese walls. The departments and
teams of the Division that produce Financial Analyses are also protected by
Chinese walls and by spatial separation, a closed doors and clean desk
policy. Beyond the limits of these confidentiality areas, communication may
only take place in both directions according to the need-to-know principle.
5.3 Other theoretically feasible, information-based personal conflicts of interest
among employees of the Research and Economics Division and persons
closely associated with them are avoided in particular by the measures explained in sub-paragraph 5.2 and the other measures described in the policy.
5.4 The remuneration of employees of the Research and Economics Division depends neither in whole nor in the variable part directly or materially on the
earnings from investment banking, trade in financial instruments, other securities related services and / or trade in commodities, merchandise, currencies
and / or on indices of DZ BANK or the companies of the DZ BANK Group.
5.5 DZ BANK and companies of the DZ BANK Group issue financial instruments for trading, hedging and other investment purposes which, as underlying instruments, may refer to financial instruments, commodities, merchandise, currencies, benchmarks, indices and / or other financial ratios also covered by DZ BANK Research. Respective conflicts of interest are primarily avoided in the Research and Economics Division by means of the
aforementioned organizational measures.
6. Recipients and Sources of Information
6.1 Recipients
Other Research Information of DZ BANK is directed at eligible counterparties as well as professional clients. They are therefore not suitable for
dissemination to retail clients unless (i) an Other research Information has
been explicitly labelled by DZ BANK as suitable for retail clients or (ii) is
disseminated by an investment firm properly authorized in the European
Economic Area (EEA) or Swiss to retail clients, who evidently have the
necessary knowledge and sufficient experience in order to understand and
evaluate the relevant risks of the relevant Other Research Information.
Other Research Information is authorized for dissemination by DZ BANK to
the aforementioned recipients in in Member States of the European Economic Area and Switzerland.
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It is neither allowed to provide Other Research Information to customers in
the United States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transactions with them.
The dissemination of Other Research Information in the Republic of Singapore is in any case restricted to DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch.
6.2 Main Sources of Information
For the preparation of its Research Publications, DZ BANK uses only information sources which it considers itself to be reliable. However, it is not
feasible to make own checks of all the facts and other information taken
from these sources in every case. If in a specific case, however, DZ BANK
has doubts over the reliability of a source or the correctness of facts and
other information, it shall make specific reference to this in the Research
Publication.
The main sources of information for Research Publications are:
Information and data services (e.g. Refinitiv, Bloomberg, VWD, IHS Markit),
licensed rating agencies (e.g. Standard & Poors, Moody's, Fitch, DBRS),
specialist publications of the sectors, the business press, the competent
supervisory authorities, information of the issuers (e.g. annual reports, securities prospectuses, ad-hoc disclosures, press and analyst conferences
and other publications) as well as its own specialist, micro and macroeconomic research, examinations and evaluations.
III. DISCLAIMER
1. This document is directed at eligible counterparties and professional clients in the member states of the European Economic Area and Switzerland.
If appropriately marked, a document is also approved for retail clients in the
Federal Republic of Germany.
This document was prepared by DZ BANK and has been approved by
DZ BANK only for dissemination to the aforementioned recipients.
If this document is expressly marked as ‘Financial Analysis’ in sub-section
1.1 of the Mandatory Disclosures, its distribution to recipients is subject to the
section International Restrictions of Use and these additional rules:
This document may only be brought into the Republic of Singapore by
DZ BANK via the DZ BANK Singapore Branch, but not by other persons, and
may only be disseminated there to 'accredited investors' and / or 'expert investors' ‘and used by them.
It is neither allowed to provide Financial Analyses to customers in the United
States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transactions with
them.
If this document is expressly marked as ‘Other Research Information’ in
sub-section 1.1 of the Mandatory Disclosures, its dissemination to recipients
is subject to these additional rules:
It is neither allowed to provide Other Research Information to customers in
the United States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transactions with them.
The dissemination of Other Research Information in the Republic of Singapore is in any case restricted to DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch.
This document may only be distributed abroad in accordance with the
respective applicable laws and rules, and persons obtaining possession of
this document should inform themselves about and observe such laws and
rules.
2. This document is being handed over solely for information purposes and may
not be reproduced, redistributed to other persons or be otherwise published
in whole or in part without the prior written consent of DZ BANK. All copyrights and user rights to this document, also with regard to electronic and
online media, remain with DZ BANK.
Whilst DZ BANK may provide hyperlinks to web sites of companies mentioned in this document, the inclusion of a link does not imply that DZ BANK
endorses, recommends or guarantees any data on the linked page or accessible therefrom. DZ BANK accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any such
links or data, nor for the consequences of its use.
3. This document is not to be construed as and does not constitute an offer, or
an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell securities, other financial instruments or other investment objects.
Estimates, especially forecasts, fair value and / or price expectations made
for the investment objects analyzed in this document may prove incorrect.
This may occur especially as a result of unpredictable risk factors.
Such risk factors are in particular, but not exclusively: market volatility, sector
volatility, measures undertaken by the issuer or owner, the general state of
the economy, the non-realisability of earnings and / or sales targets, the non-
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availability of complete and / or precise information and / or later occurrence
of another event that could lastingly affect the underlying assumptions or other forecasts on which DZ BANK relies.
The estimates made should always be considered and evaluated in connection with all previously published relevant documents and developments relating to the investment object and to the relevant sectors and, in particular,
capital and financial markets.
DZ BANK is under no obligation to update this document. Investors must inform themselves about the current development of business as well as of any
changes in the business development of the companies.
During the validity period of an investment recommendation, DZ BANK is entitled to publish a further or other analysis based on other, factually-warranted
or even missing criteria on the investment object.
4. DZ BANK has obtained the information on which this document is based from
sources believed to be essentially reliable, but has not verified all of such information. Consequently, DZ BANK does not make or provide any representations or warranties regarding the preciseness, completeness or accuracy of
the information or the opinions contained in this document.
Neither DZ BANK nor its affiliated companies accept any liability for disadvantages or losses incurred as a result of the distribution and / or use of this
document and / or which are connected with the use of this document.
5. DZ BANK and its affiliated companies are entitled to maintain investment banking
and business relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of
the analysis contained in this document. Within the limits of applicable supervisory law, DZ BANK’s research analysts also provide information regarding securities-related services and ancillary securities-related services.
Investors should assume that (a) DZ BANK and its affiliated companies are or
will be entitled to engage in investment banking operations, security operations
or other business transactions from or with the companies that are the subject
of the analysis contained in this document, and that (b) analysts involved in the
preparation of this document can generally be indirectly involved in the conclusion of such business transactions to the extent permitted by supervisory law.
DZ BANK and its affiliated companies and their employees may have positions in securities of the analyzed companies or investment objects or effect
transactions with these securities or investment objects.
6. The information and recommendations of DZ BANK contained in this document
do not constitute any individual investment advice and, depending on the specific investment targets, the investment horizon or the individual financial situation,
may therefore be unsuitable or only partially suitable for certain investors. In
preparing this document DZ BANK has not and does not act in the capacity of
an investment advisor to, or asset manager for, any person.
The recommendations and opinions contained in this document constitute the
best judgment of DZ BANK’s research analysts at the date and time of preparation of this document and are subject to change without notice as a result of future events or developments. This document constitutes an independent appraisal of the relevant issuer or investment objects by DZ BANK; all evaluations,
opinions or explanations contained herein are those of the author of this document and do not necessarily correspond with those of the issuer or third parties.
Any decision to effect an investment in securities, other financial instruments,
commodities, merchandise or other investment objects should not be made
on the basis of this document, but on the basis of independent investment
analyses and methods as well as other analyses, including but not limited to
information memoranda, sales or other prospectuses. This document can be
no replacement for individual investment advice.
7. By using this document, in any form or manner whatsoever, or referring to it
in your considerations and / or decisions, you accept the restrictions, specifications and regulations contained in this document as being exclusively and
legally binding for you.
____________________________________________________________
Additional Information of Markit Indices Limited
Neither IHS Markit, its affiliates or any third party data provider makes any
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness
of the data contained herewith nor as to the results to be obtained by recipients of the data. Neither IHS Markit, its affiliates nor any data provider shall in
any way be liable to any recipient of the data for any inaccuracies, errors or
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omissions in the IHS Markit data, regardless of cause, or for any damages
(whether direct or indirect) resulting therefrom.
IHS Markit has no obligation to update, modify or amend the data or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein
changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Without limiting the foregoing, IHS Markit, its affiliates, or any third party data
provider shall have no liability whatsoever to you, whether in contract (including under an indemnity), in tort (including negligence), under a warranty, under statute or otherwise, in respect of any loss or damage suffered by you as
a result of or in connection with any opinions, recommendations, forecasts,
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judgments, or any other conclusions, or any course of action determined, by
you or any third party, whether or not based on the content, information or
materials contained herein.
The prices quoted as well as the information on yields and spreads included
in the texts and graphics based on IHS Markit data are updated figures from
the previous evening.

